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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
Document feeding apparatus for sequentially feeding 

single documents from a stack to a stationary scanning 
platen of a reproducing machine and then beyond for 
restac‘king after exposure. The apparatus includes sheet 
separating rollers to insure that only a single document 
is forwarded. The apparatus also includes an urging roller 
to advance the topmost document of the stack into the 
separating rollers. Beyond the separating rolls are a platen 
transport assembly over the platen and an intermediate 
transport belt assembly between the separating rollers 
and the transport belt assembly. Document sensing means 
are provided to slow down then stop the transport as 
semblies to position the document in registration on the 
platen. Control means are also provided to inactivate the 
feeding apparatus in response to a malfunction in the re 
producing machine or to inactivate the reproducing ma 
chine in response to a malfunction in the feeding appa~ 
ratus. 

This invention relates to sheet feeding and in particular 
to apparatus for sequentially feeding documents from a 
stack to a stationary platen as for exposure by an auto 
matic xerographic reproducing machine. 
The development of high speed xerographic reproduc 

ing machines has brought about the need for a simple, 
yet reliable, accessory for sequentially changing the docu 
ments on the platen whereat the documents are optically 
scanned. In xerographic machines of the type disclosed 
in U .8. Pat. No. 3,301,126 to Osborne et al., the document 
to be reproduced is manually placed on a transparent 
platen. After being exposed one or a plurality of times, 
it is manually removed and replaced by the next document 
to be reproduced. Dependable apparatus for carrying out 
this function of replacing documents on the scanning 
platen constitutes a convenience to an operator who 
would otherwise have to manually change the documents 
and, at the same time, increase the e?iciency of the 
xerographic reproducing machine by permitting more 
copies to be made in a given time. 

Generally speaking, sheet feeding devices for transport 
ing paper-like documents singly from a stack to a work 
station are known in the art. However, known sheet feed 
ing devices are inadequate for dependable keeping pace. 
with the great speeds at which xerographic reproducing 
machines now operate. When devices for singly advancing 
sheets from a stack are designed to operate at higher 
speeds, the chance for misfeeds and/or double feeds are 
generally increased. Thus dependable feeding of single 
sheets becomes a compromise between reliability and 
speed. Furthermore, when the requirements of the system 
dictate that single sheets be advanced without moving any 
other stacked sheets and when the rapidly advancing sheet 
to be stopped in a speci?c location at a work station, the 
demands of the feeder are more complex, When employing 
a sheet feeding device for the instant functions, it is 
extremely important that only a single document be fed 
at a time, that the document to be reproduced be held 
stationary on the platen during exposure and that the 
document be aligned during exposure. It is also desirable 
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that the document feeder have the capabilities to inacti 
vate itself in response to a malfunction within itself or 
within the xerographic reproducing machine with which 
it cooperates. 

It is therefore an object of the instant invention to 
sequentially feed sheet material from a stack in a fast 
and reliable manner. 

It is a further object of the instant invention to sequen 
tially feed documents one at a time from a stack of 
documents while rejecting double sheet feeds. 

It is a further object of the instant invention to sequen 
tially feed documents from a stack to a ?xed location 
and to disable the feeding apparatus upon occurrence of 
a malfunction with itself or within a reproducing machine 
with which the apparatus cooperates and to disable the 
reproducing machine with which it is operative, in re 
sponse to a document feeder malfunction. 

It is a further object of the instant invention to inacti 
vate sheet feeding apparatus upon the exhaustion of the 
supply of materials being fed. 

It is a further object of the invention to employ the 
trailing edge of a fed document to inactivate document 
feeding apparatus so that registration of the document at 
a work station is attained. 

It is a further object of the instant invention to forward 
only the topmost sheet of a stack of documents to a sta 
tionary platen for exposure and then to move the exposed 
documents therebeyond while bringing the next topmost 
document from the stack to the platen for'its exposure. 
These and other objects of the instant invention are 

achieved by apparatus to sequentially feed single sheets 
from a stack of documents to a stationary scanning platen 
of a reproducing machine in a programmed manner and 
then beyond after exposure. The feeding apparatus in 
cludes an urging roller to move the topmost document of 
the stack to an intermediate transport belt assembly and 
a platen transport assembly over a stationary scanning 
platen. A slow down and stoppage of the document on the 
platen are achieved by sensing the movement of the 
trailing edge of the document. Control means are pro 
vided to inactivate the feeding apparatus in response to a 
malfunction in the reproducing machine and to inactivate 
the reproducing machine in response to a malfunction in 
the feeding apparatus. 
For a better understanding of the invention as well 

as other objects and further features thereof, reference 
is had to the following detailed description of the inven 
tion to be read in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an automatic document 
feeder constructed in accordance with the instant inven 
tion operatively mounted on a continuous and automatic 
xerographic reproducing machine. 

FIG. 2 illustrates schematically a preferred embodiment 
of the document feeding apparatus constructed in accord 
ance with the invention in association with a continuous 
and automatic reproducing machine; 
FIG. 3 illustrates schematically a portion of the docu 

ment feeding elements; 
FIG. 4 is a top view of the document feeding mechan 

isms shown in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a left hand view of the document feeding 

mechanism shown in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along lines 6——6 of 

FIG. 3; 
FIG. 7 is a sectional view taken along lines 7-—7 of 

FIG. 3; 
FIG. 8 is a side view of an additional portion of the 

sheet feed mechanisms shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 9 is a top view of the document feed mechanism 

shown in FIG. 8; 
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FIG. 10 is a schematic illustration of the motor and 

drive mechanisms of the document feeding apparatus; and 
FIGS. 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d are schematic electrical 

diagrams of the electrical components of the document 
feeding apparatus. 
Shown in FIG. 1 is an automatic xerographic reproduc 

ing machine of the type disclosed in US. Pat. 3,301,126 
to Osborne et a1. Shown in association therewith is an 
automatic document feeder which may be used in associa 
tion therewith for automatically bringing documents to 
be xerographically reproduced into location for being 
scanned by the xerographic machine. 
Documents to be scanned by the xerographic machine 

are positioned on a ‘glass platen 10. In order to auto 
matically change the documents on the platen for being 
reproduced, there is provided the automatic document 
feeding apparatus of the instant invention. The automatic 
document feeder, or ADF as it will be referred to herein, 
is interrelated with the operations of the xerographic re 
producing machine in a manner to be later described. 
The automatic document feeder is loaded by placing a 

plurality of documents to be fed in a tray area 12. The 
tray area 12 includes a pair of edge guides 13 having ?at 
base portions and upstanding edge guides at right angles 
thereto. The edge guides 13 are mounted in slots in the 
tray area for independently sliding toward and away from 
each other. In this manner, the edge guides may be ad 
justed for accommodating documents of varying sizes. 
A ruler 15 is located on the cover of the document feeder 
above the document entrance slot so that the edge guides 
13 may be adjusted equally distant from the center of 
the tray 12. In this manner the edge guides are adjustable 
for various length documents to be forwarded and re 
produced. The edge guides may be provided with resilient 
retention means for keeping them in position once they 
have been adjusted. The sides of the documents which are 
to be xerographically reproduced are placed face up with 
the ?rst document to be xerographically reproduced on the 
top of the stack. The mechanisms of the device then 
sequentially transport the documents to the platen ‘10 for 
scanning and then beyond to a document receiving station 
14 on the xerographic reproducing machine. The auto 
matic document feeder is provided with a control panel 
16 while the xerographic reproducing machine retains its 
control panel 18 as described in the aforementioned 
Osborne et al. patent. 
The automatic document feeder is constructed of two 

basic sections. The ?rst of these sections, as shown more 
speci?cally in FIGS. 3-5, is the intermediate transport 
section 20. The second of these is the platen belt trans 
port section 22 as speci?cally shown in FIGS. 8 and 9. 
These two sections are mounted on the machine for func 
tioning in a unitary manner to convey documents from 
the document tray 12 to the platen 10 and then beyond 
after the xerographic scanning. 
The document receiving tray is formed of a sheet metal 

paper guide 24 which extends from the paper supporting 
area through an arcuate paper guiding path to the platen 
area. The guide is supported on opposite sides by a pair 
of side plates 26. The side plates in turn are mounted on 
a support shaft 28 which is ?xedly mounted with respect 
to the feeder side plates. 
The arcuate paper vguiding plate 24 cooperates with a 

plurality of intermediate transport belts 30 to frictionally 
move the documents from the tray area to the platen 10 
of the xerographic reproducing machine. The intermediate 
transport belts are supported for movement by sets of 
rollers ‘32, 34 and 36. iRollers 32 are supported on a ro 
tatable shaft 38 mounted on the side plates 26. Rollers 36 
are similarly mounted on a shaft 40 which is also mounted 
between side plates 26. The rollers 34 are secured on a 
rotatable shaft 42, which, as can be seen in FIG. 5, is 
mounted to the side plates 26 through support arm 44 and 
a pivotable support member 46. Support member 46 re 
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tains a coil spring 48 to outwardly urge roller 34 to main 
tain the belt 30*- in a state of tension. 
The documents to be reproduced are positioned on the 

upper portion of the arcuate paper guide 24 with their 
lead edges adjacent a pair of separating rollers. These 
rollers include a conveyor roller 60 and a reject roller 62. 
The conveyor roll and reject roll are supported on shafts 
64 and 66 in a manner to be later described. Associated 
with the conveyor roll is an urging roll 68 mounted on the 
urging roll arm 70. This urging roll 68 is reciprocable 
toward and away from a stack of documents through arm 
70 to give an initial movement of the topmost sheet into 
the sheet separating station. The reject roll can cooperate 
with the conveyor roll through an aperture in the arcuate 
paper guide 24. These elements feed the documents in 
end-to-end spaced relationship, that is, with the leading 
edge of a sheet following the trailing edge of the preceding 
sheet with a space therebetween and with the trailing edge 
of the sheet being followed by the leading edge of the 
next sheet with a space therebetween. 

Once a single document being conveyed has been 
moved beyond the conveyor and reject rolls 60 and 62, 
its feeding is achieved by the action of the intermediate 
transport belts 30. The belts ?rst pick up the leading edge 
of the document at the nip between pinch rolls 72 and 74. 
Pinch roll '72 is freely rotatable on shaft 76 which is 
mounted on tie beams 78. Tie beam 78 is ?xedly secured 
to the arcuate paper guide 24 and positions shaft 76 
through a resilient support 80 to urge the pinch roll 72 
into contact with its associating roll 74. It is noted that the 
pinch roll 72 contacts pinch rolls 74 through an aperture 
81 in the paper guide. The motion between the pinch rolls 
is imparted by the intermediate transport belts 30 which 
rotate shaft 38 upon which pinch roll 74 is supported. 
Motive power is supplied to the intermediate transport 
belt assembly through drive gear 82 which is operatively 
connected to the motor MOT-1 through drive chain 84. 

Reference is now had to FIGS. 3‘, 6 and 7 which are 
directed to the conveyor roll 60, reject roll 62, and urging 
roll 68 which initiate the movement of the document from 
the stack to the intermediate transport belt and assure 
that only single documents will be advanced. 
The conveyor roll 60 and reject roll 62 which functions 

with urging roll 68 to advance single sheets for movement 
by the intermediate transport belts 30 are more clearly 
seen in FIGS. 6 and 7. As shown in FIG. 6, the conveyor 
roll is mounted on shaft 64 through a one-way over 
riding clutch 86 for driving the conveyor roll in a sheet 
feeding direction. When the conveyor roll 60 is rotated 
against the sheet feeding direction by the action of reject 
roll 62 in a manner to be later described, the shaft 64 will 
be locked therewith to be rotated against a sheet feeding 
direction as permitted through the engagement of the one 
way over-riding clutch 86. Shaft 64 is mounted for rota 
tion in apertures of pivot support bars ‘88 which are, in 
turn, pivotally mounted on rods 90. Rods 90 are ?xed 
with respect to the housing by casting extensions 92. This 
type of a pivotal mounting of shaft 64 permits the con 
veyor roller to rise and lower under the in?uence of thick 
or thin documents being transported. The shaft 64 in 
cludes a ?exible coupling extension 94, 96 and 98 which 
permits the application of power to the conveyor roll dur 
mg the slight raising and lowering of the conveyor roll as 
sometimes occurs. The ?exible coupling assembly is 
mounted through a bearing 100 into a housing extension 
102 and receives its power from pulley 104. An electric 
feed clutch 106 connects the drive pulley to the shaft 64 
and conveyor roll ‘60 for a purpose to be later described. 
The urging roll 68 is mounted in a ?xed orientation 

with respect to the conveyor roll by .urging roll arm 70. 
The urging roll 68 is supported on shaft 108 to which the 
urging roll is keyed. Motion is imparted to shaft 108 
through pulley 110 cooperable with pulley 112 on shaft 
64 through belt 114. By this arrangement, rotation of 
the conveyor roll 60 and shaft 64 rotates pulley 112 and 
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110 through belt 114. The rotation of pulley 110 in like 
manner rotates the urging roll 68 in the same direction of 
rotation as the conveyor roll 60. 
As can be seen in FIG. 6, conveyor roll shaft 64 is 

journaled in an enlarged aperture portion of the urging 
roll arm 70. This connection is made through a one-way 
clutch 116 so that the conveyor roll 60* and its supporting 
shaft 64 may freely rotate in a sheet feeding direction. 
When, however, the conveyor roll 60 reverses its direc 
tion, one-way overrunning clutch 86 causes shaft 64 to 
counter-rotate. This counter-rotation locks the one-way 
clutch 116 to pivot the urging roll arm 70 in a direction 
to lift shaft 108 which it is supporting. A lifting of shaft 
108 lifts the urging roll away from the stack of docu 
ments on the tray. 

Cooperating with the conveyor roll 60 to prohibit the 
advancing of more than one sheet is the sheet reject roll 
62. This roll is keyed to shaft 66 for concurrent rotation 
therewith. Shaft '66 extends across the width of the docu 
ment feeding assembly and is mounted on the opposed 
side plates 26 through bearing members 120‘. Drive pulley 
122 imparts power to shaft 66 through a slip clutch as 
sembly 124. The slip clutch assembly includes a ?rst an 
nular retaining collar 126 secured to the shaft 66. An 
annular slide portion 128 cooperates with coil spring 130 
and collar 126 to urge annular portion 128‘ toward the 
drive pulley 122. Face plates 132 and 134 allow the fric 
tional coupling between the drive pulley 124 and annular 
portion 128 to allow the rotation of collar 126 and con 
sequently the shaft 66. The slip clutch assembly 124 is so 
adjusted that the rotation of the conveyor roll in contact 
with the reject roll 62 will rotate the reject roll 62 and 
shaft 66 in the sheet feeding direction under the in?uence 
of the rotation of the conveyor roll. This is against the 
direction of rotation being imparted to the conveyor roll 
by its pulley 122. The reject roll 62 also rotates in a sheet 
feeding direction when a single document is moved be 
tween the conveyor roll and reject roll. When, however, 
a plurality of sheets is fed between the conveyor and 
reject rolls 60, 62, there is an effective decrease in friction 
between these rolls due to the minimized friction between 
the sheets. This will permit the friction clutch 124 to cause 
engagement between drive pulley 122 and shaft v66 to 
rotate the reject roll in a sheet reject direction. This 
counter-rotation of the reject roll will drive the second 
or misfed sheet back to the tray area for a later feeding. 

It is also possible for a misfeed to be in the form of 
a plurality of documents being introduced between the 
conveyor roll 60 and reject roll 62. If three or more docu 
ments should enter the nip between these rolls, the reduced 
friction force characterized by a sheet-to-sheet interface 
would again be present. And in a manner similar to that 
discussed above with respect to the misfeed of two sheets, 
the reject roll 62 would commence rotating in the sheet 
rejecting direction to begin rejecting all of the plural sheets 
back to the sheet supporting tray 12 until only a single 
document is present in the nip between these rolls. The 
sheets being rejected would be those in closest relation 
ship to the reject roll which is being counter-rotated. 
Thus all of the misfeed sheets would be returned to the 
tray unit only a single document, that document in closest 
proximity to the feed roll 60, is forwarded. When only a 
single sheet, the topmost sheet of the stack which is in 
contact with the feed roll 60, is present between the rolls, 
rotation of the reject roll in the sheet feeding direction 
reoccurs as in the normal mode of operation. 
Due to the fact that the conveyor roll 60‘ is resiliently 

urged toward the reject roll 62, this roll assembly is 
adapted to accommodate documents of varying thickness. 
And due to the fact that conveyor roll '60 is resiliently 
urged, a variation in the normal force applied between 
these rolls is provided. The variation in normal force 
permits a variation in the frictional force and because 
of this, the conveyor and reject rolls are operational to 
prohibit misfeeds over a wide range of paper thicknesses 
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6 
and paper frictions. In practice, the device functions well 
over a wide range of sheet types without adjustment of 
the resilient tension or properties of the slip clutch as 
sembly 124. 
Power is applied to all of the drive elements of the 

automatic document feeder through MOT-1, shown sche 
matically in FIG. 10. The motor has a main power shaft 
140 supporting a pulley and gear 142 and 144. An inter 
mediate power converting device in the form of a clutch 
and speed reducer 146 permits the changing of rotational 
speeds of the drive pulley and gear 142 and 144 while 
the motor operates at a single rotational speed. The 
pulley and gear 142 and 144 act to rotate an endless belt 
and chain 148 and 84, respectively. Belt 148 imparts the 
motive power to slip clutch 124 and reject roll 62 through 
pulley 122. Also in cooperative engagement with belt 148 
is pulley 104 which rotates the conveyor roll 60 through 
the electric feed clutch 106. The chain 84, rotatable from 
drive gear 144, acts to rotate gear 82 to drive the inter 
mediate transport belts 30. Chain 84 also rotates gear 152 
which is the drive to the platen belt assembly 22. Gear 
153 is an idler for chain tensioning and for ensuring 
proper gear direction. 
The space between the intermediate transport belts 

30 and the platen transport belt assembly 22 is bridged by 
a lead-in guide plate 160. Positioned above the lead-in 
guide plate is a pair of shafts 162 and the power pulley 
support shaft 154. Shaft 154 extends across the width of 
the document feeder and is secured in side plates 26 for 
providing a pivot point to lift the platen transport belt as 
sembly as well as the intermediate transport assembly. 
Plate members 164 and 165 constitute a supplemental 
support assembly for retaining the various elements of 
the platen transport belt assembly in their proper orienta 
tion with respect to each other. Members 164 and 165 are 
mounted independently of the main side plates 26 for 
pivotal movement with respect thereto about shaft 154. 
This pivotal mounting of the platen transport belt assem 
bly allows its movement away from the platen 10 so that 
individual documents may be placed on the platen for 
xerographic reproductions independent of the automatic 
feeding provided by the system. 

In conjunction with reproducing individual documents, 
the system is provided with a manual registration plate 
166 pivotally mounted to a slide plate 168. Registration 
plate 166 and slide plate 168 are mounted for horizontal 
sliding on a ?xed machine extension plate 169. Leaf 
springs 170 are mounted at their ?rst ends to the ends of 
slide plate 168 and at their second ends to side plate 
members 164 and 165. Thus, when the platen belt trans 
port assembly is pivoted about shaft 154, the side plate 
members 164 pivot about shaft 154 to move the leaf 
spring in an arcuate path to slide the slide plate 168 and 
manual registration plate 167 on the ?xed extension plate 
169 until the manual registration plate is in proper orien 
tation on the platen 10. A resilient spring connection 171 
between the slide plate 168 and manual registration plate 
167 permits the urging of the registration plate into inti 
mate contact with the platen 10 for the manual placing of 
documents on the platen while the platen transport as 
sembly is raised. Returning the platen transport assem 
bly to the platen reverses the motion of side plate mem 
bers 164 to retract leaf springs 170, slide plate 168 and 
registration plate 167 away from the platen so as not to 
cause interference with the automatic feeding of docu 
ments to the platen. 
The platen transport belt 186 is constructed of an elec 

trically insulating material having a coe?icient of friction 
su?iciently high to permit the transportation of docu 
ments onto and across the platen 10. It is white in color 
so that those portions above the platen which are not 
documents will not cause dark reproductions through the 
xerographic reproducing machine. The use of the insulat 
ing material prohibits the build-up of static electric 
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charges caused by the frictional movement of the belt 
across the glass platen. 
As stated above, power is imparted to the platen trans 

port belt assembly by chain 84 driving gear 152. Rota 
tion of pulley 152 rotates gear 176. Rotation of gear 176, 
as well as chain rotated gear 153, rotates idler gear 178 
which is mounted on a shaft extension 180 secured to 
the side plate members 164. Rotation of gear 178 in turn 
rotates gear 182 which is keyed to shaft 162 which pro 
vides power to one of the rollers, 184, upon which the 
intermediate conveyor belt 186 is mounted. Mounted in 
parallel relationship with roller 184 is supplemental roller 
1‘8-8. Belt 186 spans driven roller 184 and idler roller 
1'88. Roller 188 is mounted on shaft 190* which is jour 
naled on opposed frame portions 167 for the pivotal 
movement of the intermediate transport belt assembly 
away from the platen 10. 
From the overall viewpoint, the operation of the auto 

matic document feeder begins with the operator placing 
a stack of documents to be reproduced on the docu 
ment tray 12 with their leading edges between the urging 
roll 68 and the conveyor roll 60. The side of the docu 
ment to be reproduced is face up with the ?rst document 
to be reproduced on top of the stack. The pressing of the‘ 
“POWER ON” button of the copier followed by pressing 
the “FEEDER ON” and “START-PRINT” buttons will 
cause the motor MOT-1 to rotate the conveyor roll 60 
and reject roll 62 in opposed directions due to the orien 
tation of belt 148 with respect to their power pulleys 104 
and 122, respectively. But due to the absence of plural 
sheets between the conveyor roll and reject roll, the reject 
roll will rotate against the slip clutch 124 in a direction 
of document feed under the in?uence of the rotation 
of the conveyor roll 60. The rotation of the conveyor roll 
acts to lower the previously raised urging roll from its 
elevated position into contact with the documents to be 
forwarded under the action of one-way clutch 116. The 
urging roll is also caused to rotate in a sheet feeding ro 
tation through the rotation of belt 114. This action will 
forward the topmost document into contact with the ro 
tating conveyor and reject rolls. 

If only one sheet is moved between the conveyor and 
reject rolls, that sheet is advanced by the rolls until it is 
forwarded into the nip between faster moving rolls 72 
and 74. At that time, the intermediate transport belts take 
over the feeding of the document at a rate faster than the 
rate of rotation of the conveyor and friction rolls. 

As stated above, the clutch 86 has an overrunning char 
acteristic in the direction of feed. Thus, when the docu 
ment fed therefrom is picked up by the intermediate trans 
port belts and moves at a faster rate than the rotational 
rate of conveyor roll 60, cluch 86 will permit the rotation 
of the conveyor roll to be faster than the speed of rotation 
as imparted by drive shaft 64. If this clutch 86 were not 
an overrunning clutch, the intermediate transport belt 
would have a tendency to tear the documents out of the 
nip between the conveyor and reject rolls 60 and 62. 

If plural sheets are fed between the conveyor and 
reject rolls, the slippage between the sheets permits the 
friction roll to reverse its direction under the in?uence 
of slip clutch 124 to move the second sheet back to the 
document tray. After this time, the ?rst sheet then con 
tinues being fed in a manner set out in the preceding 
paragraph. 
As the leading edge of the conveyor document strikes 

the actuating arm of limit switch 2L8, the electric feed 
clutch 106 is inactivated so that the intermediate trans 
port belts advancing the sheet allow the sheet to rotate 
both the conveyor roll and reject roll in a sheet feeding 
direction. 

After the trailing edge of the fed document has moved 
beyond the conveyor and reject rolls, the impetus of the 
reject roll causes the idling conveyor roll to reverse its 
direction. This will cause any leading edge of a supple 
mental document contacting the conveyor and reject roll 
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to be pushed back into the document tray. The reverse ro 
tation of the conveyor roll will also counter-rotate shaft 
64 under the in?uence of one-way clutch 86. The counter 
rotation of shaft 64 will also raise urging roll arm 70 
with urging roll 68 out of contact from the stack of docu 
ments under the action of one-way clutch 116. Similarly, 
the counter-rotation of belt 114 will counter-rotate the 
urging roll 68. 
The movement of the document to be reproduced past 

the actuating arm of 3L8 will cause a programmed slow 
down of the intermediate transport belt 30 and platen 
transport belt 186 through the tripping of speed reducer 
146. The passage of the document past 4LS in like turn 
will cause the stoppage of the motor MOT~1 and all of 
the driving elements of the system after a predetermined 
timed delay to stop the document in registration of the 
platen. 
The automatic reproducing machine will then scan the 

document either once or a plurality of times as determined 
by the operator’s programming of the reproducing ma 
chine’s console 18. After the last scan is made, the ‘belts 
are reactivated through the energization of motor MOT-1 
to eject the document from the platen and to restart the 
above—described cycle to bring a second document to the 
platen for scanning. This new cycle acts to energize the 
motor MOT—1, the electrical feed clutch 186, to rotate 
the conveyor roll and drop the urging roll 68 into con 
tact with the next sheet to be forwarded. This cycle 
will be repeated until the actuator arms of limit switches 
1LS-1 and 1LS-2 sense the absence of documents on the 
tray 12. At this time the last document is reproduced a 
number of times as determined by the copier machine 
and then ejected while the copier and feeder go into 
a shutdown cycle. 
Shown in FIGS. 11a, 11b, 11c and 11d is an electrical 

schematic of the apparatus which gives the document 
feeder its programmed functions. The arrowed portions 
extending vertically on the left side of the FIGS. 11 show 
the electrical connections between the document feeder 
circuitry and the logic circuitry desribed in the Xero 
graphic reproducing machine of the aforementioned Os 
borne et al. patent. 
Shown in FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of the 

xerographic reproducing machine and document feeder 
positioned together. 
switches (LS’s), along with their actuator arms, are 
shown therein and in FIGS. 2 and 3 to illustrate their 
physical locations on the document feeder. The auto 
matic document feeder and the reproducing machine are 
electrically coupled, in a manner to be described, so that 
a malfunction in the reproducing machine will shut down 
the ‘automatic document feeder while a malfunction in 
tllile document feeder will inactivate the reproducing ma 
c ine. 

Limit switches 1LS-1 and 118-2 have their associated 
actuator arms extending through apertures in the docu 
ment tray. These limit switches function to indicate the 
presence of documents su?iciently forward in the tray 
ready for feeding and for the control of last document 
ejection. 

Limit switch 6LS is a malfunction indicator which 
senses that a bulk thickness of documents is being fed 
from the document tray. Improperly fed documents which 
have a larger than normal thickness raise roll 60 and 
shaft 64 to trip the actuator arm of 6L8 and hold its 
contact in the closed position for an extended period. 
This disables the feed clutch 106, preventing further mo 
tion of the feed paper. Thus, after a period of time de 
termined by the lTR jam timer, a document jam indica 
tion will be noted on the console. The passage of a plu 
rality fed single document will trip 2LS and indicate to 
the logic function to inactivate the electric feed clutch 
106 when the lead edge of the document reaches this 
limit switch. 

Limit switch 7LS, having contacts 7LS—1B and 7LS 
2A, operates in conjunction with the intermediate trans 

The hereinafter described limit , 
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port assembly. This limit switch indicates to the document 
feeder logic, the position of the intermediate transport 
assembly. It also supplies the logic following a paper jam 
to indicate that the intermediate transport assembly has 
been raised to clear the jam and that the transport as 
sembly has been returned to an operational position 
thereafter. As shown in FIGS. 2-4, 7LS is mounted on 
support plate 26 with an actuating arm contacting the 
machine frame when in an operative position. When the 
intermediate transport is raised, its actuating arm is re 
laxed to reverse the contacts 7LS-1B and 7LS-8A. 
The utilization of the leading and trailing edges of the 

document in conjunction with limit switches 3LS and 4LS 
performs the task of changing the transport belts from 
a fast to a slow speed. Also, when the trailing edge of the 
document leaves 4LS, timing by the 2TR timer is initiated. 
This timer is relied upon to obtain exact document regis 
tration on the platen glass for the xerographic scanning. 

Limit syitch SLS functions to ensure that the document 
transport system will not function with the platen trans 
port belt raised. It also has an association relay K2 and 
contact K2-1. This contact ties in with the copier to 
provide the special document mode on the programmer. 
The following sequence of events describe the effects 

of a normal feeding of a document by the automatic 
document feeder system to the platen glass. 
The pressing of the “POWER ON” button of the re 

producing machine energizes the associated AC logic lines 
in the document feeder circuitry. Reference is ?rst made 
to the utilization of the energized line W-147. This puts 
power into the DC power supply including transformer 
T-1, full wave recti?er CR1 and ?lter capacitor C-3. 
The depression of the “FEEDER ON” button SW-l pulls 
in the ADF on relay K4 which illuminates the “FEEDER 
ON” light D81 and sets up the logic such that the only 
thing now required to start advancing a document in the 
tray is to press the “START-PRINT” button on the ma 
chine. If the “START-PRINT” button is not depressed, 
the “FEEDER ON” light DS-l will merely remain illumi 
nated. Pressing the “START-PRINT” button on the ma 
chine closes SW4A which parallels K1-2 contact, energiz 
ing the ADF sequence start relay K3. The pulling in of 
K3 closes contact K3-2 which energizes the motor delay 
relay K9. K9 is energized after the appropriate time de 
lay as obtained through R21 and C13. The closing of 
K9-1 energizes the drive motor MOT-1 to the conveyor 
and friction rollers and starts feeding the documents via 
the intermediate transport belts onto the platen. The lead 
ing edge of a fed document will now trip 2LS. When ZLS 
closes, it pulls in K7, the feed clutch relay.‘ Relay K7 is 
held in through contact K7-1. This action of K7 opens 
contact K7-2 to open the line to the feed clutch. The 
feed clutch being deenergized removes the mechanical 
driving force between the feed roll 60 and motor MOT~1. 
At this point, the intermediate transport belts are causing 
the advancement of the document, not the feed and re 
ject rollers. 
The leading edge of an advancing document next con 

tacts 3L8 and 4LS in that order. The movement of the 
leading edge over the actuator arm of 3LS closes the con 
tact of 3LS which parallels normally closed contact K10‘ 
3. Because of the parallel logic path, 3L8 does not im 
mediately effect energization of the speed reducer 146. 
The movement of the leading edge over 4LS closes the 
normally opened contact 4LSA and energizes relay K10 
which, in turn, opens contact K10-3 and closes K104 
contact. The trailing edge then moves beyond 3L8. And 
at this time the speed reducer is deenergized and the speed 
of the document is changed. As the trailing edge of the 
sheet leaves the actuator arm of 41.8, relay K11 and 
document counter DCR are energized through a K10~2 
contact. The opening of K11-3 contact prevents the op 
eration of the ADF jam relay K19. The document counter 
DCR merely keeps a tabulation of documents forwarded 
by the unit. The energizing of K11 also opens contact 
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10 
K11-1 which removes the short across the timing capaci 
tor C11 in the ZTR timer. This initiates the beginning of 
the timing cycle for the 2TR slow speed timer through 
K13—1B. After a several millisecond lapse, an RC unit 
comprising R16, R18 and C11 ?res unijunction transistor 
Q2 to pull in K13 which is held in through holding con 
tact K13-1A. The K13-2B contacts being switched de 
energize the transport motor MOT-1 while contact K13 
3 simultaneously applies power to relay K12, the copier 
start relay. K12 is energized following a delayed pull in 
which ensures that the document has stopped its motion 
on the platen prior to scan. Khen K-12 pulls in, the ma 
chine command is given to start the scanning of the docu 
ment. In other words, when K12-1 closes and K12-2 
opens, this gives the same effect as the operator pressing 
the “START-PRINT” button in normal machine opera 
tion. 

With the machine ready for operation, 6CR and 14CR 
are energized as they would be in the normal mode of 
operation of the Osborne et al. machine. Energizing these 
two relays will initiate the logic to start the feed of paper 
from the paper support tray of the machine. When paper 
is being fed into the machine 4CR becomes energized, 
indicated that the reproducing operation has begun. At 
this time, line W-36 becomes energized pulling in relay 
K15 which is the ADF sequence reset. The pulling in of 
K15 opens K15—1 contact which drops out K3, the ADF 
sequence start relay which was holding in the control 
logic for the document feeder. At this point, the copier 
machine is making copies of the document on the platen 
in accordance with the number selected on the pro 
gramrner of the copier. The process continues until coin 
cidence is reached between the copy count and the num 
ber dialed onto the programmer. 

‘Copy count coincidence occurs before the end of scan 
of the document. It is therefore not desired to eject the 
document until it has been scanned fully, a short time 
after coincidence. Coincidence is an indication to the ADF 
system to start the feeding of another document from 
the tray. Reaching coincidence applies power to line 
W-108. The energizing of line ‘108 energizes relay K1, 
the coincidence relay, which closes the K1—2 contact. 
Closing K1~2 contact pulls in K3, the ADF sequence 
start relay. With K3 energized, power is applied to time 
delay relay =K9 through K3-2 contact. Even though 
coincidence has been reached, the motor is not started 
until K9 is energized to- permit completion of document 
scanning. After this time delay, the motor acts to eject 
the document from the platen concurrently with the 
beginning of the feeding the next document from the 
document tray. 
The aforementioned document feeding is continued in 

the above-noted manner until documents are exhausted 
from the document tray. 
When there is no- longer any paper in the document 

tray, the actuator arms of ITS-1 and 1IJS—2 project 
through apertures in tray 12 and limit switches lLS-l 
and 1LS—2 relax to their normal state. 1LS-1A and 
1LS-2B had been held closed by the presence of paper 
as indicated by its associated actuator arm. The move 
ment of the actuator arm through the aperture in the 
document tray opens 1LS~1A along with IDS-2B. 1LS-2B 
gives steering logic for the indication that the last docu 
ment has left the tray. But with no documents in the 
tray and the last document on the platen, we now need to 
eject the last document from the platen upon coincidence. 
This is effected by disabling the controlling feed logic. 
With no documents on the tray, 1LS\-2B will be closed. 
Upon coincidence K1-4 will close. This pulls in K14, the 
last document ejection relay. This starts the platen belts 
running at a high speed with no documents to be fed 
from the document tray. In this area, there is employed 
one of the yet to be described jam timers and its as 
sociated relay K14 steering. When K14 energizes, it opens 
K14-3B and closes K14—3A. Then when K5—2 becomes 
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energized, the K14 steering logic utilizes this signal, not 
to indicate a jam, but to energize K17 which deenergizes 
the ADF sequence start relay K3 which had been held in 
through K15-1 and self holding contact K3-1. Thus 
K17 performs the same function upon last document 
ejection as the ADF sequence reset relay K15 does dur 
ing normal machine operation. 
The following paragraphs will describe various supple 

mental and associated operating (features of the ADF. An 
example will ?rst be given of a paper jam condition. 
This is achieved through timing logic sensing an extended 
time lapse between the time a document should leave 
the document tray and its scheduled arrival on the platen. 
Whenever K3, the ADF sequence start relay, is ener 
gized, power is applied to the lTR jam timer through 
KS-lB. The time constant of the 1TR timer is deter 
mined by the RC circuit of 09‘, R12 and R19 associated 
with unijunction transistor Q1. When Q1 ?res, K5 is 
energized and held in through KS-lA, closing contact 
K5-2 which pulls in relay K19, the \ADF jam relay. 
With K19 pulled in, contact K19-1B opens, which drops 
out K4, the ADF on relay. This interrupts the K4—2 self 
holding contact and opens K4-1 which removes power 
from the ADF sequence start relay K3. This in turn 
opens K3-4 and thus deenergizes the document feeder 
motor MOT-1. 
At this time, the “CALL KEY OPERATOR” light 

begins to flash on the machine console and the ADF jam 
light -D'S2, also marked “CALL KEY OPERATOR” il 
luminates on the document feeder through the closing 
of contact K19-2A to indicate the jam. Despite this, 
the reproducing machine may still be operated in its nor 
mal fashion. Obviously, however, the document feeder 
cannot be operated. The jam energizes relay K6, the 
steering relay for the “CALL KEY OPEMTOR” copier 
jam light. 
The ADF can only be run again by lifting the inter 

mediate transport and returning it to its initial position 
after a jam has been indicated. This movement de 
actuates 7LS closing 7LS-1B. This energizes the other half 
of the relay K19 to reset the system, opening K19-2A 
and turning off the ADF jam light. The ADF is now ready 
to run again. All that is required to return the system 
to the aforementioned initial state is to press the 
“FEEDER O ” button. This also turns off the “CALL 
KEY OPERATOR” light on the console of the reproduc 
ing machine. Pressing the “POWER OFF” button of the 
reproducing machine during an ADF jam will not reset 
the document feeder since K19, the ADF jam relay, is a 
mechanical latching relay. 
Shutdown of the automatic document feeder is effected 

by pressing the “FEEDER OF! ” button, reversing 
SW2-A and SW2-‘B. This interrupts the K4-1 holding 
contact which deenergizes the ADF on relay K4, thus 
disabling all of the herein described feeder mechanism 
and the “FEEDER ON” light until the “FEEDER ON” 
button SW-l is again pressed. Pressing the “FEEDER 
OFF” button when a document is being transported, 
energizes relay K18, the ADF cycle out relay, which 
initiates shutdown of the unit, following registration of 
the document and the machine start cycle which energizes 
K15, the sequence reset relay. This is done because it is 
undesirable to interrupt the mechanism while a docu 
ment is partially through a run. 

In the various modes of ADP‘ operation, the correct 
interfacing logic from the control of the “START-PRINT” 
button is obtained by steering start button relay K16. 
There are various conditions of control logic for K16. 
Under the normal starting operations with the docu 
ment feeder on, K4-‘3 closes which energizes K16 through 
K19-4B, K15-2 and K8-1. When K16 energizes, K16 
2A and K16-3A are closed. This steers the “START 
PRIINT” button closure to the ADF unit which utilizes 
it as an indication to start a document moving from the 
tray. When the machine is making copies, K15 is ener 
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12 
gized opening K1‘5-2 contact thus dropping out the steer 
ing “STARTJ’RLNT” button relay K16. In this manner, 
any pressing of the “START-P‘R-IN'I‘” button will not be 
received as a command to change document. The K18-2 
contact, which parallels K4-3, provides the steering logic 
for energizing K16 when the “FEEDER OFF” button is 
pressed during the middle of the run. As can be under 
stood, these contacts and their associated logic permit 
the correct utilization of the “START-PRINT” button 
for the various ADP-copier interface modes of operation. 
The system also has logic to effect shutdown of the 

mechanism when the paper supply is low in the repro 
ducing machine. Low paper shutdown will cause the 
“CALL KEY OPERATOR” light to ?ash in the reproduc 
ing machine and machine will go into normal shutdown. 
But the automatic document feeder logic properly inter 
prets this type of shutdown of the machine as an event 
which does not require a document change. 
The start-print circuit has a slave copier jam relay K8 

which energizes whenever we have a low paper shutdown 
or jam in the reproducing machine. Energizing of K8 
sets up steering logic by opening the K8-1 contact which 
will drop out K16, the steering relay to the “START 
PRINT” button. The “START-PRINT” button SW-4A 
normally causes document changing upon its depression. 
By opening K16-2A and K16~3A contacts, the steering 
logic from the machine “START-PRINT” button is re 
placed by the logic of K16-2B and K16-3B to permit 
the machine to start upon the pressing of the “START 
PRINT” button following the jam condition or low paper 
condition. K16 will thus set up the logic on the “START 
PRINT” button of the reproducing machine so that when 
the “START-PRINT” button is depressed, the reproduc 
ing machine will ‘start without initiating a change of 
documents on the platen and Without losing copy count 
on the programmer. If a jam occurs in the machine, or 
if a low paper shutdown occurs during cycle-out, the 
document feeder completes its cycle-out. In other words, 
we will have a movement of the document onto the platen 
before termination of the feeding. The document will 
remain on the platen until the machine jam or low paper 
condition is recti?ed. Pressing the machine “POWER 
ON” button would again initiate machine operation auto 
matically but would not change the document on the 
platen at this time due to K12 being held in. 

Reference is now made to the copier jam light, the 
“CALL KEY OPERATOR” light, in connection with a 
jam indication in the ADF unit. Normally K4-4 contact 
is closed with K2-4. A jam indication in the ADF unit 
energizes the jam logic K19 to close K19-4A to pull in 
K6. Energizing relay K6 closes the K6-2 contact which 
holds in K6 through the holding circuit associated there 
with, and reverses K6-1A and K6—1B which maintains 
the copier “CALL KEY OPERATOR” light ?ashing until 
clearance of the jam. It is now required that the operator 
lift the document transport before clearing a jam. As 
soon as the document transport is lifted, the K19 reset 
coil is actuated denergizing K19-4A which turns off the 
flashing “CALL KEY OPERATOR” light. 
When a jam occurs, the ADF on relay K4 drops out. 

This again requires the operator to press the “FEEDER 
ON” button to resume the proper functioning of the 
feeder. 
The ZTR slow speed timer functions in the starting of 

the copier from the ADF unit. K13, the 2TR relay, be 
comes energized a short time after the energization of 
2TR. Energizing K13 will open K13-2B contact which 
will immediately stop the ADF motor indicating that the 
document is registered on the platen. Simultaneously 
therewith power is applied to relay K12, the copier start 
relay, which has a delayed pull-in. As soon as K12 is 
energized, the copying machine begins its start-print cycle. 
The time delay of K12 allows a full stop of the document 
before its scanning is initiated to insure no blurring of 
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the copy due to full stoppage of the document in the 
platen. 
The platen cover and its associated belt are controlled 

by '5LS, a normally closed limit switch, which when ac 
tuated, by a pivoting cam surface 189 on a side plate 
member 164, energizes K2, the document transport relay. 
With relay K2 energized, K2-3 contact is opened and 
K224 and K2-4 contacts are closed. Lifting the platen 
transport assembly during document travel from the tray 
to the platen causes K2-3 to close. K3-3 is closed at this 
time indicating that the ADF motor MOT-1 is running. 
This gives a direct indication of a jam which causes the 
ADF unit to go into an immediate shutdown to insure 
that no harm occurs to the operator or document while 
the platen transport is raised. 

Lifting the platen transport when not operating the 
ADF, as to copy a three dimensional object, also causes 
K2-2 to open which drops out K4, the ADF on relay 
which inactivates the ADF. This means that as long as 
the cover is lifted, the ADF unit cannot start. In other 
words, with K2—2 open, pressing the “FEEDER ON” 
button will not energize K4. It is required that the oper 
ator put the platen cover down before an operator can 
press the “FEEDER ON” button and resume the ADF 
cycle. 
At the time of ejection of the last document, there are 

no longer any documents on the tray to be forwarded. 
When the last document has left the tray, lLS-ZB closes 
and 1LS-1A opens. Upon reaching coincidence, K1-4 
closes energizing K14 which is held in by self holding 
contact K14-4 and which starts last document ejection. 
This is accomplished by closing K14-1 contact which 
starts the ADF sequence by activating the ADF motor 
without actually energizing the feed clutch due to K14-2 
being opened. This begins the ADF cycle-out of the last 
document. In other words, the transport system runs at 
the fast speed for only a short period to effect last docu 
ment ejection. This short ejection run is set up by the 
1TR jam timer. At the end of this short period, K17, the 
ejection completion relay, will become energized through 
lTR timer contact K5—2 and last document steering con 
tact K14-3A. This opens K17-1 contact which ‘stops the 
ADF sequence without actually giving a jam indication. 
It will put the ADF into the stand-by condition again 
with the ADF still on, requiring only that an operator put 
documents in a tray before feeding may be resumed. If 
documents are not put on the tray, the reproducing ma 
chine cannot be run until the “FEEDER OF'F” button has 
been depressed. If the “FEEDER OFF” button is not 
pressed, documents must be inserted in the tray to operate 
the machine. 
When the “FEEDER OFF” button is pressed and a 

document has just begun to be fed from the tray, power is 
applied to ‘SW-2A so that immediately upon pressing the 
“FEEDER OFF” button K18, the ADF cycle-‘out relay 
is energized and held in through the K18-3 holding con 
tact. This reverses the K18-1A and K18-1B contacts. This 
will, by parallel K4-1 contact, permit depressing the 
“FEEDER OFF” button without stopping a document in 
the middle of a run. K18-1A and K19'-2B will carry the 
ADF unit through a cycle to bring the document to the 
platen without stopping the document transportation. 
K18-1B deenergize's the “FEEDER ON” light. If the 
document for some reason does not reach the platen and 
a jam occurs, K19-2B opens to stop the ADF unit and 
give a jam indication by flashing the “CALL KEY 
OPERATOR” light on the reproducing machine. The 
document feeder “CALL KEY OPERATOR” light comes 
on in the same manner as if the “FEEDER OFF” button 
were not depressed. Upon clearing of the jam in this con 
dition, the operator must depress the “FEEDER ON” but 
ton to initiate a supplemental start of the document feed 
unit. The depression of the “START~PR'-INT” button of 
the reproducing machine actually begins the next docu 
ment feeding. 
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14 
While the present invention as to its objects and advan. 

tages, has been described herein as carried out in a speci?c 
embodiment thereof, it is not desired to be limited there— 
by; but it is intended to cover the invention broadly within 
the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. For use in combination with a continuous and auto 

matic reproducing machine, document handling apparatus 
including: 

support means for retaining a stack of documents to be 
reproduced in a ?xed orientation, 

an optical exposure station along a document feed path 
for supporting a document during optical exposure 
thereof by the reproducing machine, 

conveyor means to sequentially transport single docu 
ments from the stack along a document feed path to 
the exposure station, and then to stop the document 
at the exposure station and then to move the docu 
ment therebeyond after exposure, 

?rst control means to inactivate the reproducing ma 
chine in response to a malfunction in the document 
handling apparatus, 

second control means to inactivate the document han 
dling apparatus in response to a malfunction of the 
reproducing machine, 

operator controlled means to preselect a plurality of ex 
posures of the document to take place at the exposure 
station while the document is stopped prior to its 
movement beyond the exposure station and 

sheet separating rollers on opposed sides of the sheet 
feed path adjacent the support means to ensure the 
forwarding of only single documents from the sup 
port means to the exposure station. 

2. Apparatus for sequentially feeding documents in the 
form of sheet material along a sheet feed path including: 

support means for retaining a stack of documents to be 
fed in a ?xed orientation, 

an optical exposure station for supporting a fed docu 
ment during exposure thereof by a reproducing ma 
chine, 

document conveyor means intermediate said support 
means and said exposure station, 

sheet separating rolls intermediate said document con 
veyor means and said support means to insure that 
only single documents are advanced to said document 
conveyor means, 

an urging roll~positionable to periodically contact the 
topmost document of a stack supported on said sup 
port means to advance it into the separating rolls, 

secondary conveyor means positionable over said ex 
posure station to receive documents transported by 
said document conveyor means, 

?rst sheet sensing means to inactivate the secondary 
conveyor means when a fed document has reached a 
predetermined position on said exposure station and 

control means responsive to the termination of expo 
sure by the reproducing machine to reactivate the 
secondary conveyor and to cause said urging roll to 
advance a next document from the support means to 
wards said document conveyor means. 

3. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2 and further in 
cluding: 

second sheet sensing means to reduce the speed of said 
document conveyor and said secondary conveyor 
prior to the passage of the trailing edge of a docu 
ment past said ?rst sheet sensing means. 

4. For use in combination ‘with a continuous and auto 
matic reproducing machine, document handling apparatus 
including: 

support means for retaining a stack of documents to be 
reproduced in a ?xed orientation, 

an optical exposure station along a document feed path 
for ?xedly supporting a document during exposure 
thereof by the reproducing machine, 
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